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BULLISH GRAIN REPORTS FOR CORN, BEARISH FOR CORN 
AND MIXED FOR WHEAT. 

Posted on 8/13/2014 7:16:12 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

Higher closes for oats, rough rice and corn while lower for soybeans, soybean meal, soybean oil.  Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. The grain reports were basically bullish for corn, mixed for wheat and bearish for 
beans but not enough to hurt the wheat at its level. If you look at the charts below you can see that, except for oil, the 
grains have been consolidating since early July with a minor downward bias. Also, the meal/oil spreads have been 
basically doing the same thing. I feel that we could see a retracement rally across the board before seeing 
new lows. The corn doesn't seem to rally much off of bullish news or break much off of bearish news. Minneapolis, 
KC and Chicago continue to look very bearish overall but the decline has slowed down lately at least since Friday's 
12-17 cents drop across the complex. Yes, exports have picked up helping the rally but the wheat harvest is almost 
done and the wheat, especially Chicago also has benefited from wheat/corn and wheat/bean spreads due to the 
bearishness of wheat and corn (until today's report anyway).  Minneapolis and KC are back in their support areas 
now joined by Chicago (Dec.). I expect the wheat complex to eventually fall further than their present areas but at a 
slower rate since this time of year (harvest) is generally when you see prices stabilize and at times bottom out at least 
for a while. The December Minneapolis/ KC spreads equaled their best high close since July 2nd now at the upper 
end of resistance from -12 up to around -5. CALL ME FOR DETAILS!  Oats settled higher after making its worst low 
in almost two weeks but still around good support (below 33. Also, oats have been basically mired in a trading 
range between 320 and 350 since the middle of March on the weekly chart. Rice continues to look weak making a 
new CONTRACT LOW but did settle higher in reversal type action. Also rice has been moving down since the 
beginning of May. Its nearest resistance is now around 1290 with little support below. Corn closed higher off the grain 
reports but still looking at record yields and a record crop. However, it had been slowing down its descent before the 
reports came out. We saw a new CONTRACT LOW ahead of the reports before settling higher in reversal type 
action. Don't forget that the cattle placements were exceedingly down and around 75% of corn goes into feed down 
from 85% before ethanol was thrust upon us. Also, the cattle herds are at 50-60 year lows not to mention what the 
hog virus did to the hog population. Our hedge department feels the pickup in exports could be the result of hedging 
against the potential of hot, dry weather that usually takes place in August. The beans (record crop and yields), meal 
and meal/oil spreads could still be in possible BEAR TRIANGLES. The Nov. bean gap at 1132 1/2 that history says 
will most likely, but not always, be filled sooner or later has kept gap traders nervous also. I don't see much support 
below for the beans and oil but the Dec. meal does have strong - looking support from 360 down to 340 (briefly 
penetrated) while making its lowest low since January 13th. Finally, oil made another new CONTRACT LOW AND 
CLOSE.  SELL SIGNALS FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, 
ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, 
quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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